Malia Laptop and Tablet Sleeve

DETAILS: What are the “Malia Laptop Sleeve” features?
Malia is a padded laptop sleeve that is super fun and easy to make, while still being slick and
functional. This pattern is designed to be totally size customizable!! Simply measure the width and
length of your laptop, plug it into my handy size calculator to get your pattern piece size, and you're
ready to go! She has handles for carrying, and a front slip pocket. Malia closes up with a magnetic
snap.

DIMENSIONS and SEAM ALLOWANCES:
Full Seam Allowance (Use on all main seams unless otherwise noted): 3/8” (1cm)
Basting Allowance: 1/8”

KEY:
SA= Seam Allowance

RST= Right Sides Together
WST= Wrong Sides Together
RSU= Right Side Up
RSD= Right Side Down
RS= Right Side
WS= Wrong Side
RSI= Right Side In
RSO= Right Side Out

PRINTING!!
When printing, be sure to print with “no scaling” or “actual size” checked in your printer options.
You may also consider printing just the pattern piece page with the Tester Square first, and checking
with a ruler to be sure it has printed correctly.
READ OVER ENTIRE PATTERN BEFORE BEGNNING!
PLEASE REFERENCE CUTTING LIST AT THE END OF THE PATTERN FOR PIECES
WITHOUT PATTERN PIECE.
Copyright and Licensing Information
“Malia Laptop Sleeve” is an original Cloudsplitter Bags and Designs creation. You may not copy, duplicate, or
pass off this pattern as your own. Do NOT distribute, share, or post this PDF anywhere outside of your own
possession.
YOU MAY sell finished bags made using this pattern. I just ask that you reference the name of the bag and
Cloudsplitter Bags in any online postings or otherwise.
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Materials needed:
¾ yard exterior fabric
½ yard lining fabric
1 yard Pellon Flex Foam or equivalent (20” wide) OR ½ yard Pellon TP971F Thermloam Plus fusible
fleece (45” wide)
• 1 yard Pellon Winder Under (paper backed fusible webbing)- Only use if using foam! Or, use glue.
• 2 yards Pellon SF101 (or other lightweight woven fusible interfacing)
• Small piece Pellon Peltex heavy stabilizer (fusible, or use your own adhesive)
• 3 yards of pre-made straps (or make your own)
• 1 magnetic snap, any size
(If you decide to make the smaller tablet version, you will need approximately half of fabric and interfacing.)
•
•
•

Part 1: Cutting and Fusing
1A: Fuse SF101
→ Fuse a layer of SF101 to each Exterior piece, and each Lining piece. Also fuse a layer of SF101 to each of
Piece B, and Piece C.

1B: Attach Foam or Fleece
→ On the FRONT EXTERIOR piece, install the FEMALE magnet side: measure 4.5”
down from the center for LAPTOP, OR 3.5” down for TABLET. Use backing piece to
trace prong lines on the fabric and on a small 1x1” scrap of Peltex. Cut on the lines and
place the magnet through from the RS. Place Peltex on the WS over the prongs, then the
backing and bend prongs to secure. Foam goes on top next...
→ Your foam/fleece pieces should be exactly ½” smaller than the exterior pieces on all sides. Cut a
corresponding piece of fusible webbing or use some fabric glue to secure to the WRONG SIDE of the exterior
piece. Make sure it is centered well. Turn over and press to set. Once set, you can ensure smoother edges by
fusing scrap strips of SF101 along the edges of the foam/fleece. This also helps keep pieces in place should your
adhesive fail.

Smooth and seal
edges by using
scraps of SF101.

Glue to WRONG
SIDE of exterior,
centered. Or fuse
if using fleece (2
layers).
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Part 2: Make Extra Pieces
2A: Straps
→ To make straps, take the 4”x(calculated length) strips and fold in half lengthwise to get a center crease. Unfold, and then fold both long edges to the center. Fold the whole strap piece in half once more to get 4 layers of
fabric, and no raw edges showing.

1

2

WS of
fabric
Press line

RS of fabric

Long edges to center.
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→ Run a line of topstitching on each side, about ⅛” from the edge.
→ Repeat for second strap. Set aside for later.

2B: Magnetic Flap

→ Place down one of the Magnetic Flap Fabric pieces WSU
on your work surface. Measure down ½” from the top edge
and draw a line across. Then, find the Magnetic Flap Peltex
(Piece A for Laptop, Piece D for Tablet) and fuse it down so
that its top edge lines up with the line you just drew.
→ Once Peltex is fused, take the Piece A (D for tablet) pattern
piece and put it on top of the Peltex. Use a pen to poke through
the magnet marker and mark on the Peltex.
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1/2”

→ Center one magnet backing over the mark, and trace the
prong lines. Once traced, carefully cut along the lines to make
holes for the magnet prongs. Try to err on the tight side.
→ From the right side, put the MALE end of the magnet
through the prong holes. On the wrong side, place on a magnet
backing and bend the prongs.
→ To prevent rubbing or the metal showing through on the
right side of the flap, fuse a small scrap or two of SF101 over
the metal bits (prongs and backing).

→ Now, place the second Magnetic Flap Fabric piece (Piece B for Laptop, Piece A for Tablet) RST with the one
that has the magnet on it. Sew around using a zipper foot, staying just next to the Peltex edge (try to stay about
⅛” away). Be sure to pivot at any points/corners. STOP STITCHING when you round the final corner of the
flap. This will make it easier to turn RSO!

Stop
stitching
here!

→ Trim away any excess SA down to about ⅛” and make tiny snips in what
remains of SA at points and corners.
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→ Turn RSO, and fold inward the SA on the unstitched side edge. Press well, then topstitch the flap piece.
Done! Set aside the magnetic flap for later.

2C: Front Pocket
→ To create the front pocket, place the two Piece C (Piece B for Tablet) RST. Stitch the top edge, making sure to
pivot at any points. (If you do not wish to use straps on your sleeve, simply stitch the sides of the pocket too.)
→ Then, trim away SA near the points and turn RSO, making sure the points fall nicely. Press, topstitch the top
edge, and baste shut sides and bottoms.

→ Set aside.

Part 3: Exterior
→ Before beginning, mark all the centers of your exterior pieces and lining pieces, flap piece, and pocket.

3A: Assemble Front of Bag
→ If you forgot to install the FEMALE end of the magnet as in Part 1 of the pattern, do so NOW!

→ Place down one Exterior Piece RSU on your work surface. Center the
Front Pocket on top, lining up bottom edges. Pin down, then baste up the
side edges of the pocket. (If you are not using straps, be sure to backstitch
well at pocket tops, or use a bar-tak stitch.)
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→ Take one of the straps, center each end over the raw edge of
the pocket, then work your way up, pinning the strap down and
making sure it is straight.
→ Make a mark using chalk pencil or disappearing pen on each
side of the strap, 2” down from the top of the main Exterior
Piece.
→ Stitch up one side of the strap, starting at the bottom, and
stitching along existing topstitching (or ⅛” in if you’re using
pre-made straps). When you reach the mark that you made 2”
down from the top edge, pivot, stitch across, then stitch back
down the other edge of the strap.

→ Repeat on the second side of the strap. Now the strap should be secure and pocket edges hidden underneath!

3B: Assemble Back of Bag

→ At the top center, baste the Magnetic Flap on RST with the
main exterior piece (magnet facing up!).
→ Measure 3.5” to each side of the center at the bottom edge
of the second exterior piece. Do the same at the top, and draw
a line up between marks to help you attach straps in a straight
line.
→ Start at the bottom edges like you did on the front, but
centering over your marks, then attach the strap.
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3C: Sew Together
→ Place the two Exterior Pieces RST, lining up side and bottom edges and pinning/clipping.
→ Stitch using full SA (⅜”) around the sides and bottom, making sure to backstitch at start and stop.

→ Trim corners, and turn RSO.
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Part 4: Lining
4A: Sew Lining together
→ Stitch lining as you did with the exterior, except this time, LEAVE A 6-7” GAP at the bottom. TIP:
INCREASE lining SA to about ½”. Increasing SA of lining will allow it to fit more snugly inside the exterior
later on.
***When increasing lining SA , BE SURE TO TAPER TO ⅜” at the TOPS!!! Otherwise the top edges won’t
fit properly. ***
→ When finished stitching, trim down all lining SA (just don’t trim closer than ⅛” to seam or you may lose
seam integrity).

Be sure to trim
down SA,
especially at
corners.

Don't forget gap
in lining for
turning!!!
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Part 5: Finish the Bag!
5A: Sew Top Seam
→ Place the EXTERIOR RSO down inside the LINING RSI. They should be RST. Push handles inside.
→ Once it is inside, line up top edges, starting at side seams and working your way around and pinning. Make
sure to try and ease out any puckering as you go.

→ Stitch using full SA.

5B: Turn RSO and Close Lining
→ Slowly pull the exterior out through the opening you left in the lining. Turn everything RSO and straighten
corners by reaching inside.
→ Close the hole in the lining by pressing the SA inward and stitching very close to the edge (or hand-stitch).

→ Push lining back down inside the exterior and straighten out.
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5C: Final Topstitch and Press
→ Straighten the top edge: I like to do this be wetting my fingers a bit and rolling the top edge between my
fingers until I know the seam is at the edge and no fabric is bunching around it. Do this in small increments and
pin to hold top nicely. I find this gives a really neat top edge.
→ Once the top is all pinned you can then topstitch about ¼” down from the top edge.
→ Give the bag a final press, and voila!!! You’ve got a new laptop (or tablet) sleeve! :)
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Measure the length and width of your device and write your values in the
handy calculator! →
Calculate your perfect fit! LAPTOP:
1.) Measure your
Laptop

2.) Add extra “Fit”
fabric

3.) Add Seam
Allowance

4.) Final Exterior
Piece Measurements

Width (short edge)=

Add 2” to Width
=

Add 3/4” to column 2
value
=

Total Width=

Length (long edge)=

Add 2” to Length
=

Add 3/4” to column 2
value
=

Total Length=

Foam pattern piece = (Total Width - 1”) X (Total Length – 1”)
Strap Length= (Total Length x 2)+ 15”

Calculate your perfect fit! TABLET:
1.) Measure your
Laptop

2.) Add extra “Fit”
fabric

3.) Add Seam
Allowance

4.) Final Exterior
Piece Measurements

Width (short edge)=

Add 1” to Width***
=

Add 3/4” to column 2
value
=

Total Width=

Length (long edge)=

Add 1” to Length***
=

Add 3/4” to column 2
value
=

Total Length=

***If your tablet has a hard case you'd like to leave on, change “Fit” fabric addition to 1.5” for slim
case, and 2” for large case such as an OtterBox or similar.***
Foam pattern piece = (Total Width - 1”) X (Total Length – 1”)
Strap Length=(Total Length x 2) + 11”

Cutting List: LAPTOP
Piece

Exterior
Fabric

Lining
Fabric

SF101
(Lightweigh
t fusible
woven
interfacing)

Foam
Stabilizer

Piece A
(Magnetic
Flap Peltex)
Piece B
(Magnetic
Flap Fabric)

Peltex
Heavyweigh
t Stabilizer

Wonder
Under
Fusible
Webbing

Cut 1

Cut 2

Cut 2

Piece C
(Front
Pocket)
Main Body
(use your
measurements
from the
calculator!!)

Cut 2

Straps
Cut 2 )(Main
(matching
body length
fabric or use x2)+ 15”) x 4”
pre-made
=(
x
straps)
4”)

Cut 2

Cut 4

Cut 2

Cut 2 ((Main
body length
x2)+ 15”) X
4”
=(
x
4”)

→ Fuse SF101 to exterior piece, then place down foam stabilizer and fuse using Wonder
Under.

Cutting List: TABLET
Piece

Exterior
Fabric

Lining
Fabric

SF101
(Lightweigh
t fusible
woven
interfacing)

Foam
Stabilizer

Piece D
(Magnetic
Flap Peltex)

Peltex
Heavyweigh
t Stabilizer

Wonder
Under
Fusible
Webbing

Cut 1

Piece A
(Magnetic
Flap Fabric)

Cut 2

Cut 2

Piece B
(Front
Pocket)

Cut 2

Cut 2

Main Body
(use your
measurements
from the
calculator!!)

Cut 2

Straps
Cut 2 )(Main
(matching
body length
fabric or use x2)+ 11”) x 4”
pre-made =(
x 4”)
straps)

Cut 2

Cut 4

Cut 2

Cut 2 (same
size as foam!)

Cut 2 ((Main
body length
x2)+ 11”) x 4”
=(
x 4”)

→ Fuse SF101 to exterior piece, then place down foam stabilizer and fuse using Wonder
Under.
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-Cut 2 Exterior Fabric
-Cut 2 Interfacing (SF101)

Tablet:
Front pocket

-Cut 2 Exterior Fabric
-Cut 2 Interfacing (SF101)

Laptop:
Magnetic Flap Fabric

Piece B:

Top

Magnet
Positioning

-Cut 2 Exterior Fabric
-Cut 2 interfacing (SF101)

Tablet:
Magnetic Flap Fabric

-Cut 1 Peltex

Laptop:
Magnetic Flap Peltex

Piece A:
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1”
Test

Top

Piece C:
LAPTOP Front Pocket
-Cut 2 Exterior
-Cut 2 Interfacing(SF101)
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Magnet
Positioning

TABLET Magnetic
Flap Peltex
-Cut 1 Peltex

Piece D:

